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� Nationwide preventive measures for COVID-19 in Japan
were associated with a sharp drop in hospitalizations for
asthma as a secondary effect. Health professionals may
reappraise the importance of patients’ behavior and
physical environment to improve the regulation of their
asthma.
Week Number Event

Week 7; Feb 13 The first COVID-19 death in Japan was reported.

Week 9; Feb 25 The Japanese government announced the first COVID-19 

policy (recommendations for remote work, suspension of 

large-scale gathering).

Week 10; Mar 2 All schools nationwide were requested temporary school 

closure.

Week 11; Mar 11 World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic.

Week 15; Apr 7 The Japanese government declared a state of emergency for 7 

urban prefectures with stay-at-home request and then 

expanded to all of Japan. 

Week 22; May 25 The government lifted the state of emergency all of Japan.

FIGURE 1. Trends in hospitalizations for asthma and COVID-19
for Japanese acute-care hospitals, 2017 through 2020.
The COVID-19 pandemic has drastically changed patients’
behavior and environment worldwide. Although there were
concerns that the spread of COVID-19 would increase asthma
attacks, recent reports from the United States1,2 and Slovenia3

suggest a drop in emergency department visits or hospitaliza-
tions for pediatric patients with asthma during urban lockdowns.
Nevertheless, these studies are limited to a single children’s
hospital or a single city, and whether or not this phenomenon is
widespread across countries and age groups is unknown.
We evaluated the nationwide changes in the number of
hospitalizations for asthma during the COVID-19 outbreak in
Japan.

We used the Diagnosis Procedure Combination inpatient
database, built by Medical Data Vision Co, Ltd (Tokyo, Japan).4

Briefly, this database included deidentified demographic/clinical
information collected from Japanese acute-care hospitals for per-
diem reimbursement. The details of the database are described
elsewhere.5 We aggregated the total number of hospitalizations
per week across 272 continuously observed hospitals during the
calendar weeks 1 to 22 of 2020 (December 30, 2019, to May 31,
2020) and the same periods in 2017 to 2019. Our internal
investigation found that this dataset included 165,360 new
admissions in January 2019, which accounted for 12.4% of all
acute-care admissions in this month across Japan
(n ¼ 1,338,945), according to the Hospital Report (a
government-designated monthly survey that covers all hospitals
nationwide).

We described weekly trends in the number of hospitalizations
with a primary diagnosis of asthma (International Classification
of Diseases 10 [ICD-10] code: J45 or J46),6 based on the date of
admissions. We also examined the hospitalizations with a
primary diagnosis of COVID-19 (ICD-10 code: U07) to illus-
trate the COVID-19 epidemic in Japan. We estimated changes
in the number of asthma hospitalizations during the COVID-19
outbreak using a “difference-in-differences” model that included
variables for each week, the year indicator, and the outbreak
status (an interaction variable between an indicator of week 9 or
later and an indicator of the year 2020). Adjusted incidence rate
ratios (aIRRs) were estimated using Poisson regressions with
Huber-White heteroscedasticity robust standard errors. We
repeated analyses separately for children (aged <18 years) and
adults (aged �18 years) to account for the difference in factors
triggering asthma exacerbation.7 P < .05 was interpreted as
statistically significant (Stata 15.1; StataCorp, College Station,
TX). The University of Tokyo Ethics Board approved this study
(2020105NI).

During the weeks 1 to 22 of 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020, we
observed 16,317 hospitalizations for asthma. We compared
asthma hospitalizations during weeks 1 to 22 of 2017 to 2019
with those of 2020. Although asthma hospitalizations in 2017 to
2019 and 2020 showed parallel trends until week 8, there was a
relative decline from week 9 onward in 2020 compared with the
previous 3 years (Figure 1). The first hospitalizations for
COVID-19 for the analytic hospitals were observed in week 7,
followed by a peak in week 15. In the difference-in-differences
analyses, the average number of asthma hospitalizations per
week during weeks 9 to 22 significantly decreased in 2020
compared with 2017 to 2019 (78.3 vs 229.9; crude reduction
rate, 66.0%; aIRR, 0.45; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.37-
0.55; P < .001) (Table E1, available in this article’s Online
Repository at www.jaci-inpractice.org). When stratified by age
group, the average number of asthma hospitalizations per week
during weeks 9 to 22 showed relative decreases in 2020
compared with 2017 to 2019 for children (42.3 vs 142.6; aIRR,
0.37; 95% CI, 0.29-0.48; P < .001) and for adults (36.0 vs
87.2; aIRR, 0.56; 95% CI, 0.47-0.68; P < .001) (Figure 2 and
1
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FIGURE 2. Trends in hospitalizations for asthma and COVID-19 for Japanese acute-care hospitals among children and adults, 2017
through 2020. Children aged < 18 years (A) and adults aged S 18 years (B).
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Table E1, available in this article’s Online Repository at www.
jaci-inpractice.org).

These reductions in the number of asthma hospitalizations
during the COVID-19 outbreak were consistent with previous
findings for children.1-3 Furthermore, our study found a decline
in asthma hospitalizations for adults. As hospitalizations for
asthma are considered a consequence of poor asthma control,7

our findings suggest that asthma was better controlled during
this outbreak.

There are several possible mechanisms for this drop in asthma
hospitalizations. First, individual-level hygiene measures to
prevent COVID-19 infection (refraining from going outside and
wearing masks) might reduce exposure to the strong drivers of
asthma exacerbations, including respiratory virus infection,
allergens such as cedar and cypress pollen, and air pollutants.7

Furthermore, initial concerns that the COVID-19 spread
might increase asthma attacks might have encouraged preventive
behaviors among people with asthma and their families,
including quitting smoking, better adherence to preventive
medications,8 or cleaning their rooms more frequently to remove
allergens. The decline in asthma hospitalizations during the
outbreak appeared to be becoming larger, possibly due to the
increased preventive behaviors over this period. Second,
community-level prevention measures for COVID-19 (school
closure, suspension of large-scale gathering, and promotion of
remote work) might result in the suppression of other respiratory
infections, which would, in turn, lead to a reduction in
hospitalizations for asthma.2 Third, community-level air
pollution might have decreased due to lower traffic and plant
closures related to the COVID-19 economic shutdown. How-
ever, PM2.5 and NO2 showed only a slight decrease even in
Tokyo (the most populous district in Japan) under the stay-at-
home requests, and this explanation would not markedly
explain our findings.2,9 Other possibilities included hospitals’
incapability of providing inpatient care or patients’ postponing
hospitalizations. However, our post hoc analyses showed no
decrease in lung cancer hospitalizations during the outbreak
(Table E1 and Figure E1, available in this article’s Online
Repository at www.jaci-inpractice.org), suggesting that these
possibilities would be minimized.

Several limitations warrant mention. First, as with any
observational study, we could not fully account for unmeasured
confounders. Other exacerbating factors for asthma that varied
by year (eg, infectious disease trends and pollen dispersal con-
ditions unrelated to the COVID-19 outbreak) might partially
explain our results. Nevertheless, asthma hospitalizations usually
increase during the spring through early summer in Japan, and
thus the decreasing trend found in our study indicates that these
other factors do not markedly explain our findings. Second, the
mechanisms through which the asthma hospitalizations
decreased remain unknown, and future studies with individual-
level information are warranted. Third, the patient population
did not cover all the medical facilities in Japan. Nevertheless, our
dataset included as many as 272 hospitals, and the underlying
patterns may be similar across Japan.

In summary, we found a sharp drop in asthma hospitalizations
during the COVID-19 outbreak in Japan. The current study
may encourage health professionals who provide asthma care to
reappraise the importance of environmental factors surrounding
patients with asthma.
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FIGURE E1. Trends in hospitalizations for lung cancer for Japa-
nese acute-care hospitals, 2017 through 2020. We illustrated the
trends in the weekly number of hospitalizations with a primary
diagnosis of lung cancer (International Classification of Diseases
10: C34) across the 272 analytic acute-care hospitals. The sharp
drops in calendar week 18 of 2017 to 2019 and calendar week 19
of 2020 were due to consecutive public holidays called the
“Golden Week.”

TABLE E1. Change in the total number of hospitalizations for asthma and lung cancer fromweeks 1 through 8 to weeks 9 through 22 for
2017-2019 vs 2020: difference-in-differences analyses for the 272 acute-care hospitals in Japan

Average number of hospitalizations per week Difference-in-differences

2017-2019 2020

Weeks

1-8

Weeks

9-22

Ratio

(difference)

Weeks

1-8

Weeks

9-22

Ratio

(difference)

Adjusted IRR

(95% CI)* P value

Asthma, overall 184.9 229.9 1.24 (45.0) 140.8 78.3 0.56 (�62.5) 0.45 (0.37, 0.55) <.001

Asthma, children (aged <18 y) 86.1 142.6 1.66 (56.5) 68.3 42.3 0.62 (�26.0) 0.37 (0.29, 0.48) <.001

Asthma, adults (aged �18 y) 98.8 87.2 0.88 (�11.6) 72.5 36.0 0.50 (�36.5) 0.56 (0.47, 0.68) <.001

Lung cancer (post hoc analysis) 1000.0 962.6 0.96 (�37.4) 992.9 896.1 0.90 (�96.8) 0.94 (0.81, 1.08) .38

CI, Confidence interval; IRR, incidence rate ratio.
*Estimated using a difference-in-differences model that regressed the weekly number of asthma/lung cancer hospitalizations on an interaction variable between outbreak status
(weeks 9-22 vs weeks 1-8) and the indicator of the year 2020 with adjustment for variables for each week and the year indicators. Poisson regressions with Huber-White
heteroscedasticity robust standard errors were applied.
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